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MaineDOT
MaineDOT thanks you for driving safely

Beginning in May, a MaineDOT contractor will begin necessary painting of two overpasses in Kittery.
This work is weather dependent so the dates and times may change.  The work necessitates a change
in tra�c patterns at both locations.  Please allow extra time or seek alternate routes.

Work on the Ramp M overpass is expected to start on Monday, May 5th.  Ramp M spans the north-
bound, I-95 on-ramp from the Kittery tra�c circle.  Crews will be working from 7 am to 8 pm, Monday
through Saturday.  Because the staging area is beneath the span, one of the two northbound on-ramp
lanes will be closed 24/7 throughout the project duration.  The work is expected to continue for two
weeks, weather permitting.

The Wilson Road Bridge is a four-span overpass above I-95, just north of Exit 2.  The northbound on-
ramp acceleration lane runs under the Wilson Road overpass.  This work is expected to begin on
May 12th and continue for �ve weeks.  Crews will be working at night - from 8 pm to 7 am.  One lane
of tra�c, both northbound and southbound, will be maintained during those work hours.  However,
there will be double lane closures, both northbound and southbound, depending on the work
location.  Because the work location changes as crews make progress, motorists should focus on the
signage and drive carefully through work zones.  For those using the northbound acceleration lane,
there may be a stop sign to assist with merging tra�c.

When crews are not working on the Wilson Road
overpass, all lanes of I-95 will be open.  Tra�c will
not be disrupted over the Memorial Day weekend. www.mainedot.gov
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We regret this inconvenience and encourage you to allow extra time and
drive safely along any alternate route you may choose.
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